The basic elements of web accessible lists include:

- **Numbered Lists (Ordered)**
  Lists with specific order such as steps should use alphanumerics.

- **Bulleted Lists (Unordered)**
  Lists with no order should use bulleted styles.

- **Only use lists for true lists**
  Don’t try and make something that looks like a list but isn’t; paragraphs aren’t lists. Keep lists short and succinct.

- **Bullet & List Design**
  Design lists so each indented section of the list has clear differentiation through shape, style, color, size, and/or indentation.

- **Visually Nest List Elements**
  Nested lists should show distinction between subsets.

---

### Bulleted List
- Mayo
- Pickles
- Cheese
  - Cheddar
- Bacon

### Numbered List
1. Submit your order
   a. Cheeseburger
   b. French fries
2. Pay for your meal
3. Eat your burger